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Since Valmet introduced the new generation’s forming fabrics with a polarized structure, customer 
experiences have shown that the polarized forming fabrics have the potential of revolutionizing the water 
removal in the paper-making process. 

SSB (Sheet Support Binding) forming fabrics entered the paper and board industry in the mid-90’s. Since then 
the fabrics have been made thinner and finer to achieve higher retention, excellent paper and board quality 
and to improve the runnability of the machines.

However, the thinner forming fabrics started to face durability problems and product development needed to 
find a new solution to meet with the customers’ expectations.

In 2015, we introduced a new polarized structure in the forming fabrics, and based on the experiences we 
have so far, we most likely created something that will revolutionize the water drainage process in the wire 
section.

Polarized structure improves the machine runnability

Traditionally, all SSB fabrics have had direct drainage channels. In the polarized structure, the machine 
direction yarns on both the paper side and the roll side are shifted to form an off-stacked structure. This 
special structure removes the direct drainage channels traditionally used in forming fabrics.

The unique polarized structure allows controlled initial drainage in the paper-making process. That improves 
retention and helps keeping the machine clean. Good runnability and cleanliness reduce breaks and 
therefore increase production efficiency remarkably. Cost-savings are created by being able to use less 
chemicals.

The demand for polarized fabrics is growing

To this date Valmet has sold over 300 polarized forming fabrics and over 100 of them have already been in 
operation. 

Over 90 % of the customers who have tested the new fabric type have seen its benefits and continued to 
run it on their machines. The customer feedback has been extremely positive and we believe in growth in 
this product category. We are able to utilize the polarized structure in all our SSB forming fabric types, which 
naturally makes it suitable for all machine types and paper grades.


